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Janaea Rose Lyn, a Third Generation Duncan Dancer who was invited to be the Artist-in-

Residence at the Akademia Raymond Duncan in Paris, France from 1979-80. While there, Lyn 

worked closely with Dorée Duncan and initially organized the archival materials which appear in 

the book “Life Into Art- Isadora Duncan and her World” by Ms. Duncan and co-authors Carol 

Pratl and Cynthia Splatt. 
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A Postcard From Paris 

 

Cover image: Van Deering Perrine, blue pen & ink. Collection of Janaea Rose Lyn. 

A third generation Isadora Duncan Dancer, I began my career in Isadora’s hometown 

with Mignon Garland and the San Francisco Duncan Dancers. 1975 was a heady time of social 

change and with the women’s movement there came a renewed interest in Isadora Duncan and 

the completely emancipated way she danced, lived and loved. Her philosophical focus on 

authentic and soulful movement that had meaning and intention was completely intoxicating to 

me and I immersed myself in her life and work. This photo is from my first performance at the 

Palace of the Legion of Honor. 

 

Figure 1. May 23, 1975. Collection of Janaea Rose Lyn 
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I originally began teaching the Duncan work as Mignon’s assistant while pursuing my 

dance in college, and in 1979, I graduated with my Bachelors Degree in Dance from Sonoma 

State University. As part of my undergraduate work I received college credit for my own Duncan 

training, performance and research, and for teaching peer level classes in Duncan technique and 

choreography.  

 

Figure 2. Janaea Rose Lyn. Collection of Janaea Rose Lyn. 
 

That summer, on the recommendation of a fellow Duncan Dancer who had recently 

traveled to Paris and met Ligoa Duncan, the daughter of Isadora’s brother Raymond, I was 

invited to be the Isadora Duncan Dance Artist-in-Residence at the Akademia Raymond Duncan. 

 

Figure 3. Photo of Plaque. Collection of Janaea Rose Lyn. 
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The Akademia was a collection of three 16th century buildings at 31 Rue de Seine in 

Paris, where the author George Sand had once lived. Connected by a courtyard, it contained 

several public spaces including a theatre, a gallery and artisan studios as well as private living 

quarters. Raymond and his second wife Aia Bertrand had run the Akademia at this site since 

1929, hosting a range of creative endeavors including lectures, performances and classes.  

Because Raymond was the last surviving Duncan sibling, he inherited the personal artifacts of 

Isadora, Augustin and Elizabeth which were housed as the Musee des Duncan. From this, a small 

collection of family photographs and art works by Abraham Walkowitz were on public display in 

the gallery area. 

 

Figure 4. Photo of 31 Rue de Seine. Collection of Janaea Rose Lyn. 

After Raymond’s death, activities at the Akademia continued under Aia, who died in 

1977, the year of Isadora’s centenary. The directorship of the Akademia then passed to their 

daughter Ligoa and granddaughter Dorée. An renewing interest in all things Isadora brought 

people from all over the world to the Akademia seeking to study Isadora Duncan Dance which 

had been passed down to a new generation of dancers through Isadora’s original six pupils and 

adopted daughters known as the “Isadorables.”   
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Figure 5. The Isadora Duncan Dancers, photo by Arnold Genthe. Collection of Janaea Rose Lyn 

(Left to Right:Irma, Margot, Maria Teresa,Anna, Erica, Lise). 
 

As Artist-in-Residence I provided classes in Duncan technique and performed Duncan’s 

choreography. People came from all over the world to study and in class we spoke a patois of 

French, English and dance-speak. Teaching and performing there was truly a life changing 

experience for me. 

 

Figure 6. Janaea Rose Lyn at the Akademia Raymond Duncan. Collection of Janaea Rose Lyn. 
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I met many interesting people, some of whom had seen Isadora dance! I also had the 

opportunity to work with Madeleine Lytton. She had studied as a child with Lise Duncan, one of 

Isadora adopted pupils who had settled in Paris. From the very first moment it was clear we were 

speaking the same dance language but with our own dialects.  

For example, in The Dance of the Blessed Spirits, from Gluck’s Orfeo et Eurydice, we 

had the same structure and movements, but her steps were waltzed and mine were walked. She 

explained that when Lise was dancing in Paris in the 20’s she added waltzes to some of the 

dances to make them more her own. We exchanged choreographies as she only knew children’s 

dances and I had a fuller range of the repertoire. 

 

Figure 7. Madeleine Lytton. Collection of Janaea Rose Lyn. 

Audience members often see variations in Duncan’s choreography when performed by 

different dancers because Isadora was interested in the individual. She firmly believed no two 

people should dance identically, as this was not honest or personal and would give certain solos 

and roles to her dancers which best suited their individual personalities. The Isadora Duncan 
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Dancers then passed on their distinct versions to the next generation who in turn interpreted and 

inhabited the works in their own way and then passed them to my generation.  

 

Figure 8. Lise Duncan. Collection of Janaea Rose Lyn. 

But regardless of a difference in steps, a strong underlying Duncan technique is 

unmistakable when it is present in a performer, underscored by musically sensitive movement 

emanating from the core of their body and soul. 
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Figure 9. Janaea Rose Lyn and Doree Duncan. Collection of Janaea Rose Lyn. 

During my time at the Akademia, Ligoa traveled regularly between NY and Paris, while 

Dorée and I lived there full time. As someone who had spent half her life in Paris, Dorée was my 

guide and translator, but most importantly, my friend. As contemporaries we got along well and 

worked closely together on many projects from fixing the theatre floor to silk screening posters 

and printing programs on Raymond’s original press.  

 

Figure 10. Benefit program printed on Raymond Duncan’s press. Collection of Janaea Rose Lyn. 
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We presented performances at the Akademia, the Eglise Americaine, and at other sites 

with Dorée serving as both lighting designer and pianist. Artwork, often by AbrahamWalkowitz, 

or other archival materials were exhibited as well. Ligoa would introduce the performances and 

for this benefit concert I also presented new work in the Duncan style to music by Eric Satie, 

with the family’s blessing.  

 

Figure 11. Paris Free Voice, 1979. Collection of Janaea Rose Lyn. 

An article was published in the Paris Free Voice about the renewal of activity at the 

Akademia, the benefit performance and the intention of establishing a school and performing 

company as part of establishing the Isadora Duncan International Institute of Classical Dance. 

One stated aim was to “form a collaborative professional dance company with members of 

various centers to tour with an exhibit of original sketches programs and photographs of 

Isadora’s work.” Perhaps this is now finally in the realm of possibilities! 
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Figure 12. Courtyard of the Akademia. Collection of Janaea Rose Lyn. 

One day Dorée took me through the middle courtyard to a back door that opened to a 

suite of rooms that housed the family’s previously unseen private collection of Isadora’s 

possessions. She asked me if I would organize them, in secret, and we would show the finished 

results to her mother once it was completed. Of course I agreed and was deeply moved by the 

trust she was placing in me. 

I felt the awesome weight of the honor, privilege and responsibility I had been entrusted 

with - to use my knowledge of Isadora’s work and history to bring order and a structure to this 

collection to safely protect and further archive her artistic legacy. The suite was filled with 

random piles of books, artwork, programs, photos, correspondence, sheet music and telegraphs, 

on furniture, on chairs, on the floor, everywhere. 

Standing alone among the artifacts of Isadora Duncan’s life, I was deeply humbled but 

also overwhelmed and truly daunted, where and how to begin?  
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As I stood taking in my surroundings, quiet except for the relentless rain outside, I was 

keenly aware of being in a centuries old building in Paris -  the city that had loved and accepted 

Isadora and her art; which had bore witness to the tragic loss of her children; and where she now 

rested with them at Pere La Chaise cemetery.  

 

Figure 13. Patrick and Dierde. “Life Into Art” page 118. 

My eyes landed on a photo of her daughter Dierdre which I had never seen before. Off to 

the side I saw a small alcove with picture of Isadora on the wall. In a flash I knew what to do 

first, to bring her and her children together. Carefully I brought Dierdre’s portrait and hung it on 

one side of Isadora and then found another of her son Patrick and placed it on the other. This felt 

right to me.  

As I turned to move back into the large central room, a ray of sun broke through and 

seemed to affirm that I had Isadora’s blessing to proceed. 
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Figure 14. Isadora Duncan, Jose Clara pen & Ink. Collection of Janaea Rose Lyn 

Over the next several months I worked diligently, to sort and preserve her legacy. I had 

the time to just sit with the extraordinary collection of work she inspired by so many great artists. 

The large pastels of Jules Grandjouan, the pen and ink drawings of Jose Clara, Antoine 

Bourdelle and Valentine Le Comte, and the watercolors of Abraham Walkowitz. I pored over the 

photos, many I had never seen before, and was particularly entranced with those of Arnold 

Genthe. They seem to possess a luminous quality, as close to what I imagine it was like to have 

seen Isadora onstage.  
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Figures 15 & 16. Gordon Craig, Isadora & Paris Singer. Collection of Janaea Rose Lyn. 

I was moved to tears by her love letters, the handwritten and drawing filled ones from 

Gordon Craig and the type written ones with formal but tender language from Paris Singer. One 

of the most interesting things I uncovered while organizing Isadora’s effects were many love 

letter responses from Gordon Craig to Isadora.  

Reading them was a window into their love affair in a way that seemed more balanced 

than my impression from reading “Your Isadora” published in 1974 by Francis Steegmuller, 

which was mostly her letters to him. Just reading her address book, filled with famous names, 

reminded me that in Isadora’s life even ordinary details were somehow extraordinary.   

While at the Akademia, I was also allowed to record notes from the programs for my own 

research. I chronicled Duncan’s choreographic progression by painstakingly copying programs 

with the names of dances and when they were performed to create a working draft of a choreo-

chronicle, a much different process than today! 
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Figure 17. Isadora Duncan,Musee des Duncan archive list. Collection of Janaea Rose Lyn 

I methodically and respectfully organized the materials along with Legends for the family 

to use for locating different items. The list I am showing states the contents of a bookshelf:  

Top: Most Personal – Letters, Photos and Negatives,   

2nd Shelf: Art Books and Artwork  

3rd Shelf: My Life in all languages  

4th Shelf: Books and articles about her  

5th Shelf: Press articles, Original scrapbooks with clippings, programs, posters  

6th Shelf: Music 

Bottom: Extra copies 

 

Now it was time for the moment of truth. Dorée had seen and approved of the work I had 

done, but we both knew it was the opinion of Ligoa that mattered most. I was so nervous when 

she came in. She could be really tough to please and could have also been angry with Doree. I 

managed to unearth my journal entry from the time which states “Mrs. D. really liked the job 
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done in the museum!”   I remember telling them both how much I appreciated the opportunity to 

study and organize these materials, and that my wish was that this remarkable archive could be 

shared with the world in a larger way.  

This finally happened in 1993 with the publication of Life into Art, Isadora Duncan and 

her World, the wonderful book which Dorée produced with Carol Pratl and Cynthia Splatt. I 

deeply am grateful for the opportunity the Duncan family gave me to be a part of initiating that 

process and that so glad this remarkable volume now exists. Not only is it comprehensive and 

thoughtful but contains a wealth of previously unpublished images which provide a fuller 

representation of Isadora and her family.  

 

Figure 18. Cover of “Life Into Art”. Collection of Janaea Rose Lyn 

Isadora Duncan was a woman who changed the way we live, we love and we dance, but 

she was not an anomaly. From my time with the Duncan family, I came to fully appreciate that 

Isadora and her siblings were raised to be free thinking, creative and compassionate individuals 

by their mother Dora.  
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The courage it took for her to nurture and support her children to go against the very 

restrictive Victorian culture of that time was modern in the truest sense of the word. This 

unfettered and creative approach to life and art has remained an integral part of the Duncan 

family’s legacy. I believe this is what gave Isadora her unwavering confidence to follow her 

vision of what Dance could be.  As Dorée so eloquently states in the 2013 restored edition of 

“My Life” by Isadora Duncan, “The importance of participating in the act of creation-in 

whatever form that might take in each of our lives-continues to be a dynamic force in Isadora’s 

heirs, biological and otherwise.”   

Ultimately what endured was not an edifice, the physical Temple of the Dance that 

Isadora tried again and again to create, but a living legacy, handed to and through us from 

Isadora Duncan, her family and her students.  

 

Figure 19. Isadora at Sutro Heights, double exposure by photographer Richard Stoots. Collection of Janaea Rose Lyn. 
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